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AI is disrupting the day-to-day operations of asset servicing. The AI revolution has started and within �ve years, technologies across theAI is disrupting the day-to-day operations of asset servicing. The AI revolution has started and within �ve years, technologies across the

AI spectrum will drive dramatic change.AI spectrum will drive dramatic change.
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AI is disrupting the day-to-day operations of assetAI is disrupting the day-to-day operations of asset

servicing. The AI revolution has started and within �veservicing. The AI revolution has started and within �ve

years, technologies across the AI spectrum will driveyears, technologies across the AI spectrum will drive

dramatic change. Certain unique characteristics makedramatic change. Certain unique characteristics make

this especially true for the asset servicing industry. Thethis especially true for the asset servicing industry. The

industry is constrained by relatively poor integration ofindustry is constrained by relatively poor integration of

technology platforms, which introduces processtechnology platforms, which introduces process

ine�ciencies ine�ciencies [1][1]. Customer expectations are changing,. Customer expectations are changing,

driving higher demand for technology enabled services. Adriving higher demand for technology enabled services. A

stringent regulatory environment imposes requirementsstringent regulatory environment imposes requirements

that slows down innovation. Furthermore, the industrythat slows down innovation. Furthermore, the industry

consists of a large workforce doing mostly manual,consists of a large workforce doing mostly manual,

repetitive tasks. Key trends will indicate how AI will haverepetitive tasks. Key trends will indicate how AI will have

positive e�ects to eliminate these shortcomings positive e�ects to eliminate these shortcomings [2][2]..

WHAT ARE THE KEY AI TRENDS IN THE ASSETWHAT ARE THE KEY AI TRENDS IN THE ASSET

SERVICING INDUSTRY?SERVICING INDUSTRY?

AI will in�uence asset servicing across the AI market spectrum. Interference on the lower range such as RPA can be a quick win to increase productivity and pave the wayAI will in�uence asset servicing across the AI market spectrum. Interference on the lower range such as RPA can be a quick win to increase productivity and pave the way

towards more sophisticated AI implementation. This will create an asset servicing industry that looks very di�erent from what we know today. Seeing how and where AI cantowards more sophisticated AI implementation. This will create an asset servicing industry that looks very di�erent from what we know today. Seeing how and where AI can

disrupt the status quo will help asset servicers create a conceptual roadmap for their industry.disrupt the status quo will help asset servicers create a conceptual roadmap for their industry.
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RPA is an easy way to introduce AI with low complexity. RPA enables automaticRPA is an easy way to introduce AI with low complexity. RPA enables automatic

transaction processing, data manipulation and response triggering –transaction processing, data manipulation and response triggering –

implementing this automation across the value chain can reduce the manualimplementing this automation across the value chain can reduce the manual

workload and save time for more complex tasks. Automation alone can lead toworkload and save time for more complex tasks. Automation alone can lead to

signi�cant cost reduction of around 35 percent, consistency in task execution, andsigni�cant cost reduction of around 35 percent, consistency in task execution, and

reduced error susceptibility reduced error susceptibility [2][2]..

Intelligent automation moves toward less human intervention and higher taskIntelligent automation moves toward less human intervention and higher task

complexity, including �elds like text analytics and scripted task bots. Cognitivecomplexity, including �elds like text analytics and scripted task bots. Cognitive

analytics goes further tomimic functions of the human brain such as naturalanalytics goes further tomimic functions of the human brain such as natural

language processing (NLP) and pattern recognition. This can lead to automation oflanguage processing (NLP) and pattern recognition. This can lead to automation of

back o�ce activities such as net asset value (NAV) dissemination, fee billing, andback o�ce activities such as net asset value (NAV) dissemination, fee billing, and

client reporting. These services will create meaningful insights and metrics forclient reporting. These services will create meaningful insights and metrics for

strategic decision-making.strategic decision-making.

Narrow AI moves toward image and speech recognition, deep learning, andNarrow AI moves toward image and speech recognition, deep learning, and

natural language understanding (NLU). Know your client (KYC) and anti-moneynatural language understanding (NLU). Know your client (KYC) and anti-money

laundering campaigns can be implemented by combining narrow AI and the largerlaundering campaigns can be implemented by combining narrow AI and the larger

amounts of available data amounts of available data [3][3]. AI-enabled analytics and CRM tools will provide. AI-enabled analytics and CRM tools will provide

di�erentiated insights to enhance existing client servicing models. These toolsdi�erentiated insights to enhance existing client servicing models. These tools

can equip sales teams with easier and quicker access to relevant contentcan equip sales teams with easier and quicker access to relevant content [4] [4]..

Quantum computing and natural language generation (NLG) lie within general AIQuantum computing and natural language generation (NLG) lie within general AI

that aims to automate human intelligence. Automated portfolio commentarythat aims to automate human intelligence. Automated portfolio commentary

platforms though NLG, in conjunction with portfolio analytics software, will saveplatforms though NLG, in conjunction with portfolio analytics software, will save

time and improve customer communication through high quality, consistenttime and improve customer communication through high quality, consistent

commentarycommentary [5] [5]..

HOW TO ENSUREHOW TO ENSURE

QUALITY AIQUALITY AI

OUTCOMES?OUTCOMES?

The increased implementation of AI in theThe increased implementation of AI in the

�nancial industry could pose policy concerns.�nancial industry could pose policy concerns.

This is especially alarming, due to the lack ofThis is especially alarming, due to the lack of

international regulatory standards for AI ininternational regulatory standards for AI in

asset servicing asset servicing [6][6]. Proactive AI governance. Proactive AI governance

starts with a data governance-operating modelstarts with a data governance-operating model

with clearly de�ned roles and responsibilitieswith clearly de�ned roles and responsibilities

for data owners, data stewards, and the datafor data owners, data stewards, and the data

governance committee governance committee [7][7]. AI should be seen as. AI should be seen as

an asset – thus after AI implementation, thean asset – thus after AI implementation, the

model should be maintained as any othermodel should be maintained as any other

business asset. Deloitte encourages thebusiness asset. Deloitte encourages the

following principles to ensure quality AIfollowing principles to ensure quality AI

outcomes:outcomes:
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GARBAGE IN,GARBAGE IN,

GARBAGE OUTGARBAGE OUT

With AI implementation comes the responsibility to monitor theWith AI implementation comes the responsibility to monitor the

appropriateness, completeness, and integrity of data. This requires up-frontappropriateness, completeness, and integrity of data. This requires up-front

business and technical checks involving the operational workforce to createbusiness and technical checks involving the operational workforce to create

accountabilityaccountability [8] [8]. Quality should be ensured along the data value chain. Quality should be ensured along the data value chain

throughout data collection, data quality controls, data aggregation, andthroughout data collection, data quality controls, data aggregation, and

reporting reporting [9][9]. Monitoring AI use cases over the long-run will ensure that the AI. Monitoring AI use cases over the long-run will ensure that the AI

output remains appropriate and answers current business questions.output remains appropriate and answers current business questions.

DO NOT REINVENTDO NOT REINVENT

THE WHEELTHE WHEEL

It is important to know what has been done, in order to bene�t from theIt is important to know what has been done, in order to bene�t from the

lessons learnt and knowledge gained in the industry. The Institute oflessons learnt and knowledge gained in the industry. The Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ (IEEE) Ethically Aligned Design (EAD1e)Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ (IEEE) Ethically Aligned Design (EAD1e)

details foundations for transparent and impartial intelligent systems details foundations for transparent and impartial intelligent systems [6][6]..

The CSSF’s (Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier) white paperThe CSSF’s (Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier) white paper

gives valuable insights on �nancial sector speci�c AI opportunities, risks,gives valuable insights on �nancial sector speci�c AI opportunities, risks,

and recommendations and recommendations [10][10]. The asset servicing industry could reuse these. The asset servicing industry could reuse these

de�ned standards to their advantage while leveraging o� their maturity inde�ned standards to their advantage while leveraging o� their maturity in

data governance. Integrating AI measures with existing data policies, woulddata governance. Integrating AI measures with existing data policies, would

already cover certain key considerations.already cover certain key considerations.

TWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONETWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE

The industry should collaborate to set a generally accepted AIThe industry should collaborate to set a generally accepted AI

implementation code. Regulators will be more prone to recognize theimplementation code. Regulators will be more prone to recognize the

e�orts of a majority of the asset servicing industry than that of a singlee�orts of a majority of the asset servicing industry than that of a single

company company [6][6]. Such a collaboration would be possible through the. Such a collaboration would be possible through the

establishment of a new working group or with the support of an existingestablishment of a new working group or with the support of an existing

body such as the Association of the Luxembourg Fund Industry (ALFI) andbody such as the Association of the Luxembourg Fund Industry (ALFI) and

the European industry association, EFAMA.the European industry association, EFAMA.

UNBOX THE BLACK BOXUNBOX THE BLACK BOX

AI results can be complex and hard to explain. Transparency will helpAI results can be complex and hard to explain. Transparency will help

ensure high quality outcomes and avoid risky AI decision-making. Part of AIensure high quality outcomes and avoid risky AI decision-making. Part of AI

implementation should involve understanding the reason behind theimplementation should involve understanding the reason behind the

results. This investigation should include checking for bias and unfairnessresults. This investigation should include checking for bias and unfairness

in the training data as well as in the algorithm itself. Additional backin the training data as well as in the algorithm itself. Additional back

testing for model maintenance would ensure that results stay accuratetesting for model maintenance would ensure that results stay accurate

over the long-run. The AI decision-making process must be clear,over the long-run. The AI decision-making process must be clear,

transparent, and explainable to realize the full potential of responsible AItransparent, and explainable to realize the full potential of responsible AI

[11][11]..

HOW CAN ASSET SERVICERS PREPARE FOR AI DISRUPTION?HOW CAN ASSET SERVICERS PREPARE FOR AI DISRUPTION?
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Key AI trends highlight the large impact of AI in asset servicing. This canKey AI trends highlight the large impact of AI in asset servicing. This can

lead to major disruption if companies who are not prepared. Companieslead to major disruption if companies who are not prepared. Companies

who anticipate and embrace AI will reap the bene�ts of AI as a strategicwho anticipate and embrace AI will reap the bene�ts of AI as a strategic

di�erentiator: lowered costs, improved productivity, and an evolving clientdi�erentiator: lowered costs, improved productivity, and an evolving client

base. In order to capitalize on the upward growth trend, asset servicersbase. In order to capitalize on the upward growth trend, asset servicers

will need to invest in supporting technologywill need to invest in supporting technology [12] [12]..

The Deloitte Analytics Catalogue has multiple AI use cases across theThe Deloitte Analytics Catalogue has multiple AI use cases across the

banking, insurance, and investment management sectors. This gives abanking, insurance, and investment management sectors. This gives a

broad overview of AI possibilities in di�erent phases of AI implementation.broad overview of AI possibilities in di�erent phases of AI implementation.

To take advantage of available data for de�ning smart objectives, our dataTo take advantage of available data for de�ning smart objectives, our data

valorization andvalorization and

monetization approach dedicated to information management (IM) is themonetization approach dedicated to information management (IM) is the

ideal solution.ideal solution.

Deloitte also has an innovation framework accelerator, which manages theDeloitte also has an innovation framework accelerator, which manages the

process of idea generation, selection, implementation, andprocess of idea generation, selection, implementation, and

decommissioning.decommissioning.

It is clear that AI is disrupting and will continue to disrupt the assetIt is clear that AI is disrupting and will continue to disrupt the asset

servicing industry. Be prepared. It is important to analyse your resourcesservicing industry. Be prepared. It is important to analyse your resources

and assess possible use cases. Select the relevant use case to assureand assess possible use cases. Select the relevant use case to assure

starting with quick win topics where your business has the needed datastarting with quick win topics where your business has the needed data

and infrastructure in place, keeping data quality in mind throughout.and infrastructure in place, keeping data quality in mind throughout.

Start small, but start right. Deloitte recommends six steps that can helpStart small, but start right. Deloitte recommends six steps that can help

asset servicers be industry leaders in the AI revolution asset servicers be industry leaders in the AI revolution [2].[2].

Senior management skillsetSenior management skillset

Technology-focused management is integral in fostering a technology-focusedTechnology-focused management is integral in fostering a technology-focused

business culture. Strategic decisions should re�ect the vision of technologybusiness culture. Strategic decisions should re�ect the vision of technology

disruption.disruption.

Align hiring plansAlign hiring plans

Hiring plans that re�ect the shift from labor-intensive tasks, to more automatedHiring plans that re�ect the shift from labor-intensive tasks, to more automated

tasks will pave the way forward. Recruiting tech-savvy individuals andtasks will pave the way forward. Recruiting tech-savvy individuals and

developers early on will drive AI implementation.developers early on will drive AI implementation.

Strengthen client relationshipsStrengthen client relationships

Disruption would allow more time for value-added services and client time.Disruption would allow more time for value-added services and client time.

Asset servicers can add value by providing regulatory and market intelligence toAsset servicers can add value by providing regulatory and market intelligence to

clients.clients.

Smart small... and fail fast or scale upSmart small... and fail fast or scale up

Meaningful data valorisation use cases should be assessed through a POC asMeaningful data valorisation use cases should be assessed through a POC as

well as underlying technological assets in order to prove bene�ts and theirwell as underlying technological assets in order to prove bene�ts and their

relevance as a foundation in you AI journey.relevance as a foundation in you AI journey.

De�ne successDe�ne success

Multiple goals will shift the direction towards measurable success. JointMultiple goals will shift the direction towards measurable success. Joint

ownership between technology and operation increases the probability ofownership between technology and operation increases the probability of

reaching goals.reaching goals.

See change as an assetSee change as an asset

Innovation leaders and a company culture that embraces change will ensureInnovation leaders and a company culture that embraces change will ensure

trust in the midst of undeniable technological disruption.trust in the midst of undeniable technological disruption.
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ConclusionConclusion

It is always better to be the disruptor than to be disrupted. AI trends prove to increase e�ciency and reduce cost. AIt is always better to be the disruptor than to be disrupted. AI trends prove to increase e�ciency and reduce cost. A

quick win is to start with data valorisation on the lower end of the AI spectrum – simple automation could cut aroundquick win is to start with data valorisation on the lower end of the AI spectrum – simple automation could cut around

35 percent of costs. With automated simple tasks, sta� can shift attention to more complex tasks. This would pioneer35 percent of costs. With automated simple tasks, sta� can shift attention to more complex tasks. This would pioneer

for subsequent introduction of other AI implementations throughout the AI Market spectrum. Now is the time for assetfor subsequent introduction of other AI implementations throughout the AI Market spectrum. Now is the time for asset

servicers to start formulating tactical and strategic plans. Be proactive and incorporate AI governance from the get go.servicers to start formulating tactical and strategic plans. Be proactive and incorporate AI governance from the get go.

Six practical steps can guide asset servicers to be ready when the technologies’ tipping point arrives and AI changesSix practical steps can guide asset servicers to be ready when the technologies’ tipping point arrives and AI changes

the day-to-day of the asset servicing industry.the day-to-day of the asset servicing industry.
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The world is changing, fast. Customers are demanding a moreThe world is changing, fast. Customers are demanding a more

personalised experience. Competitors are appearing out of nowhere.personalised experience. Competitors are appearing out of nowhere.

Governments and regulators are demanding faster and more accurateGovernments and regulators are demanding faster and more accurate

reports. The most important answers to your complex business challengesreports. The most important answers to your complex business challenges

may be hiding in your data. Those who can make sense of the vastmay be hiding in your data. Those who can make sense of the vast

quantities of information at their disposal are coming out on top. But in aquantities of information at their disposal are coming out on top. But in a

world where the amount of information is doubling every 2 years, how canworld where the amount of information is doubling every 2 years, how can

we keep up?we keep up?
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